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15 February 1971

Memorandum to: Members of the Faculty Senate

From: Walter J. Fahey and John P. Schaefer

Regarding: Grade Point Averages, Computation of

As graduation point averages are now calculated (i.e., the so-called 25-
hour rule), they work an injustice upon many students by degrading the
apparent relative scholastic performance reported for these individuals.

This memorandum is intended to serve two purposes. First, to provide pre-
liminary quantitative information regarding the seeming injustices here
identified. Second, to present for consideration two proposed actions
which we believe the Senate should adopt in order to correct these injus-
tices. More detailed information on the first item will be presented to
the Senate at its March 1971 meeting. At that time also, additional
quantitative information will be provided regarding the impact of proposed
actions upon all students and related policies and practices.

QUESTION: WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW?

For convenience and precision in this discussion, five terms need defini-
tion. First, the cumulative grade point average (hereafter: CGPA) is
defined as the ratio of a) all quality points earned to b) all hours
attempted. Second, the graduation point average (hereafter: GPA 25) is
defined as that computed through the omission of at least the first 25
credit hours attempted at UA, i.e., in accordance with the so-called 25-
hour rule. Third, a student is said to benefit if his GPA 25 is smaller
(i.e., better) than his CGPA. He is said to suffer if the reverse is
true. The difference (hereafter: D) between these two nunibers is
defined as CGPA minus GPA 25. Hence, a negative difference indicates that
the student suffers from application of the 25-hour rule.

Facts reported in what follows are derived from studies of student records
conducted in each of several Colleges, plus study of a sample of student
records from the (JA at large. For these studies, transfer students were
omitted from the samples. Records of students who graduated in 1969-70
were used in order to have a complete baccalaureate record in each in-
stance. For each subject, the following items were re-computed; CGPA,
GPA 25 and D. Analysis of the results is presented below.



Table I-A

University-wide sample (N = 200)

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 140 60 200

% 70 30 100

Table I-B

Portion of university-wide sample (N = 91)
for which absolute magnitude of D was
greater than or equal to 0.1

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 75 16 91

82 18 100

Table II-A

College A sample (N = 60)

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 42 17
59*

70 28 98

* For one subject, D = zero

Table II-B

Portion of College A sample (N = 36)
for which absolute magnitude of D
was greater than 0.1

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 32 4 36

89 11 100
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Table III-A
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College B sample (N = 95)

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 68 27 95

72 28 lOO

Table III-B

Portion of College B sample (N = 46)
for which absolute magnitude of D
was greater than 0.1

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 39 7 46

85 15 100

Table IV-A

College C sample (N = 19)

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 12 7 19

63 37 lOO

Table IV-B

Portion of College C sample (N = 4)
for which absolute magnitude of D
was greater than 0.1

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 2 2 4

50 50 100



Table V-A

College D sample (N = 72)

Benefit Suffer Total

Number 43 28 71*

60 39 39

* For one subject, D = zero

Table V-B

Portion of College D sample (N = 27)
for which absolute magnitude of D
was greater than 0.1

Benefit Suffer Total

4

Number 14 13 27

% 52 48 100
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Interpretation of these data reveals the fact of the injustices earlier men-
tioned as well as striking differences between colleges in the relative
incidents of benefit versus suffer. For an example, a student in CollegeD
is three times as likely to suffer significantly (i.e., D < 0.1) as a stu-
dent in College B.

This is elementary data from elementary studies. No information is provided
regarding, for example, the relative likelihood that better students suffer
versus that poorer students suffer. Indeed, one further interpretation of
suffer can equate it to a position in graduation class standing lower than
would be determined by use of the CGPA for this purpose. How many places,
in a class of 4,000, would a D of + 0.1 move a student? This could easily
be 200 places, or 5%. ?nother question. For what fraction of all students
would the use of CGPA instead of GPA 25 have made them ineligible for gradu-
ation (assuming COPA less than or = 3.0000 required for graduation)? Alter-
natively, at what minimum quality value for graduation would we have had to
set the CGPA to graduate all those students we did graduate? 3.1? 3.2?
3.5?

PROPOSED ACTIONS

The Senate should request that the Registrar, commencing with the next regu-
lar computation, cause both CGPA and GPA 25 to be computed for each student.
Further, that the Registrar then report the better of these two numbers as
the effective grade point average to be used for graduation eligibility,
scholarship eligibility, and all other discriminations based upon grade
averages.

This suggested first action should be regarded as a stop-gap measure to mit-
igate the undesirable effects of the 25-hour rule, effective immediately.
The second action, suggested below is intended to provide a rationally
defensìble long-term modification of the 25-hour rule.

The Senate should, secondly, cause to be accomplished a comprehensive and
quantitative study extending the work reported here. In particular, informa-
tion should be obtained to reveal at what numerical level specific scholas-
tic performance parameters such as probation threshold and graduation
threshold need be set in terms of COPA if we would continue to graduate those
we now graduate, etc. Then, if these honestly stated numerical levels can be
found acceptable in terms of institutional pride-in-image, the Senate should
cause all grade average computations thereafter to be made and reported ex-
clusively in terms of the COPA.



SENATE NEMBE RS ABSENT:

The University of Arizona
Proceedings of the Faculty Senate

Meeting of Monday March 1, 1971

SENATE MEMBERS PRESENT: J. R. Anthony, J. W. Anthony, Ares, Bannister, Bingham,
Blitzer, Bok, Boyer, Brewer, Canson, Cole, Delaplane,
Dixon, Fahey, Frasier, Gegenheimer, Giebner, Goodwin,
Gould, Grant, Harvill, Herber, Houston, Johnson,
Kemmerer, Little, Lytle, Nautner, McMíllan, Mees,
H. Myers, L. Myers, Nigh, Paulsen, Paylore, Pek)thks,
Reiblich, Richard, Schaefer, Siegel, Sorensen'V3b,
Varney, M. Voris, Windsor, Wise, Yoshino, Younggren,
and Zwolinski. Student representatives attending were
Cathy Cleven and Bruce Eggers.

Bartlett, Blecha, Bretall, Christopherson, Dewhirst,
DuVal, Edwards, Freeman, Gaines, Hull, Kassander, Krebs,
Lane, Lowe, Murphy, Putt, Resnick, Rhodes, Robson,
Selke, Ctcclink, Tomizuka, and W. Voris. Student repre-

sentative absent was Charles Eaton.

CATALOG MATERIAL: The catalog material previously distributed to members of the

Senate by means of the "Curriculumt' Bulletin was approved.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HONORARY DEGREES TO BE CONFERRED AT THE 1971 COMMENCEMENT,

APPROVAL OF: The Senate considered and approved recommendations from several
college faculties that certain individuals be awarded honorary degrees by the
University of Arizona at its 1971 Commencement. These recounnendations next will
be considered by the General Faculty of the University and by the Board of Regents.

PROPOSAL FROM THE STUDENT SENATE REQUESTING CREATION OF COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP WAYS
TO AVOID CAMPUS DISORDERS: Dr. Harvill next recognized Student Body President
Bruce Eggers, a student representative to the Faculty Senate, who had forwarded
to each senator a copy of a memorial to the Faculty Senate from the Student Senate
adopted on February 4, 1971. The memorial read as follows:

WHEREAS: The University community should undertake an affirmative
step in the wake of the disorders of January 21-23, 1971;

WHEREAS: The concern of the University community can be united in an
effort to encourage those actions that prevent repetition of
such disorders on or tangential to the University of Arizona
campus;

WHEREAS: Student, faculty, administrators, and campus security
department representatives should be cooperative in their
efforts to prevent such a reoccurrence;
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WHEREFORE: The ASUA Student Senate and ASUA President request that the
Faculty Senate appoint a joint student-faculty-administrative
committee, including representatives from the campus secu-
rity department, to:

study the existing rules relating to visitors to
see if the Code of Conduct need be amended in this
regard. The question of the rights of campus
citizens might be more clearly defined as a sug-
gestion to the Conduct Board;

study the Student Personnel Committee "crisis
procedure" and perhaps expand upon it to include a
more clearly defined cooperating relationship
between campus security officials and student per-
sonnel and/or suggest appropriate steps to have
the procedure institutionalized;

study the possibility of suggesting to the Conduct
Board a set of guidelines relating to appropriate
student behavior in instances of civil disorder as
occurred in January. Such guidelines might be
included in the Code of Conduct. Such guidelines
should not be intended as individual offenses but
as a positive set of suggestions to campus citizens;

review the March 1970 recommendations of the
University Relations Committee and the December
1970 recommendations of the Faculty Senate relating
to communication and crisis procedures which might
be reaffirmed for suggested presidential action.

Mr. Eggers said his feeling about this memorial had been expressed in a
letter he had written Faculty senators. Mr. Eggers had explaíned that the memorial
was intended as a positive, forward-looking attempt to unite the campus community
and to solve matters before they could exceed the standards of this campus and
community. He explained further that student government leaders recognized a
significant desire throughout the Tucson and University communities for appropriate
measures that would insure that disorders such as transpired on and tangential to
the University campus in January would never occur again. The intent of the Stu-
dent Senate request, he emphasized, was not to investigate those incidents. The
students appreciated the fact that those matters had been entrusted to the courts
of the community. The request transcended name-calling or attempts to blame any
faction for what had happened.

Students wished to do whatever they could to participate in the
development of mechanisms that would resolve problems before they expanded to
crisis proportions. The students' wish is the same as that of the community--
to take reasonable and thoughtful steps to head problems off before they end in
disaster. Mr. Eggers said that the Associated Students government hoped that the
Faculty Senate, the University Administration, and the campus security department
would support their efforts to establish a comprehensive committee to study and
recommend upon those areas where students, campus, and city could all work to-
gether in a spirit of goodwill to resolve mutual concerns.
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In other words, Mr. Eggers said, the students thought it would be
helpful to look at working relationships as they presently existed and see if
they could be improved. Sometimes gaps develop between the desires of different
groups and if the groups can be prevailed upon to talk together, then the same
groups can work together when and if crises develop.

Dr. Steelink asked if some sort of crisis committee had not been
created earlier following the acceptance by the Senate of a report prepared by
Dr. Lytle, Chairman of a committee appointed by Faculty Chairman Gegenheimer
after the Bear Down incident in early 1970. Dr. Lytle said that the report of
his ad hoc committee had indeed been accepted by the Faculty Senate. It called
for creation of such a committee but no such committee had been created.

Dr. Gegenheimer then moved that a joint faculty-student committee be
appointed to study and implement as appropriate the memorial submitted to the
Faculty Senate by the Student Senate. His motion was seconded by Dr. Blitzer.

Dr. Harvill said he had heard that the student memorial had been
prompted by the January disturbances near the main gate of the campus. He said
that students were not involved in those incidents to a great extent. He felt
that matters had been handled well. The students who were involved had been
treated fairly. He said if the University security personnel had not done what
they did as they did he would have felt obligated to call them to account as well
as the Vice President for Physical Resources. He said that campus security per-
sonnel had acted appropriately, legally, and correctly. He said he had regretted
that the city police delayed acting as long as they did, so far as tolerating the
behavior of,udents in the streets outside the campus was concerned. The campus
forces had finally taken the initiative when illegal use of drugs and alcohol on
the campus had occurred.

He said he was anxious always to work toward better understanding among
groups on the campus. He said he felt nothing had happened in the January "riots"
to necessitate the review of the sort called for in the memorial. If, however, it
was felt that the general condition which prevails around any campus these days
could be helped by a study such as that proposed by the memorial, he would be in
favor of it.

Dean Svob said that there is a joint committee of student, faculty,
administrative, and security personnel called a "Crisis Committee" which meets
whenever it appears some untoward situation might be developing. This group
includes the Dean of Men and his assistants, the Dean of Women and her assistants,
the Vice President for University Relations, the Vice President for Physical
Resources, the Director of the Associated Student Affairs, the Director of the
Student Union, the Director of Athletics, representatives of the campus security
forces, the Legal Advisor to the Board of Regents, and three students.

Dr. Gegenheimer said he felt that the committee called for by the
memorial was a broader one than the Crisis Committee just described. This pro-

posed committee should study whether or not existing arrangements are adequate to
handle cases that may arise in the future. This would be a study committee, he
emphasized, and it would review policies and recommendations that have come from
various sources including the University Relations Committee, the Faculty Senate,
and others. President Harvill pointed out that a "crisis committee" must act.
It can't just sit around and debate issues.
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Vice President Houston said it seemed to him that the memorial would
simply create a different Crisis Committee and he saw no need for a new Crisis
Committee to investigate an existing Crisis Committee. The committee described
by Dean Svob has worked well, he said. Granted that group has not always pre-
vented situations arising, but they have been able to prevent many problems
developing. He then moved to amend Dr. Gegenheimer's motion to provide that the
memorial be referred to the present Crisis Committee. Dean Fahey seconded this
motion.

Dr. Blitzer said that maybe the new committee was not in fact needed,
but he viewed the memorial as a request for increased dialogue with students and
he felt the students should be given such dialogue.

Mr. Eggers pointed out that the committee recommended by the memorial
would not be a second Crisis Committee. It would be a review committee which
would study what currently exists on this campus. The current Crisis Committee
should not do that. The nature of the Crisis Committee is very different from
that of the proposed committee, Mr. Eggers said. Mr. Mautner said he thought
that Mr. Houston's proposal would simply enlarge the existing Crisis Committee's
scope.

Dr. Bíngham asked Mr. Eggers what were the deficiencies of the present
Crisis Committee. Mr. Eggers said that for one thing there were only three stu-
dents on the committee along with fourteen or fifteen administrators. He felt
this did not provide enough balance. Further Mr. Eggers said he had not been
included in the Crisis Committee, yet the ASUA President should be included in
such a group. The review committee proposed by the memorial should be removed
from crisis situations and should be an impartial group. Dr. Perkins asked when
this committee had last met and was told that it had met about two weeks ago.

Dr. Bannister pointed out that Mr. Eggers' letter which had accompanied
the memorial when distributed to the Faculty Senators had indicated that the
proposal in the memorial had been endorsed by the Committee of Eleven. He wondered
if representatives of that group had comments which might be helpful. Dr. Bok
explained that the Committee of Eleven had felt that the memorial sought overall
dialogue and that a good general look at the total campus situation would be help-
ful. The time to study how crisis situations are going to be handled is when you
don't have a crisis immediately at hand. FIe pointed out that the Committee of
Eleven had unanimously endorsed the proposal made by the memorial. Dr. Lytle and
several other members of the Senate commented that perhaps the Crisis Committee
should have wider faculty representation. Dr. Harvill said that he considered
every dean and every vice president, for examples, members of the faculty. He
has always considered himself a full-fledged member of the faculty in every sense
of the word. Dr. Lytle said that he had meant teaching and research faculty
members. Dr. Harvill said that a crisis committee cannot carry out its function
well through a series of leisurely meetings with many diversified views being
aired. If it is felt that the committee proposed by the student memorial should
have wide representation in order to study and make recommendations from an array
of points of view, then he thought the memorial might serve some purpose. He

said the present Crisis Committee in his judgment should be retained.

Dr. Gegenheimer said he hoped the Faculty Senate realized that Mr. Eggers
had come to the Committee of Eleven to discuss the general situation on the campus.
It was the Committee of Eleven that had urged him to go to the Student Senate and
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if that body adopted a resolution about this matter, present it to the Faculty
Senate. Further, he said the proposed committee should not be considered a
crisis committee. The committee proposed by the memorial would look at all
efforts on the campus which were intended to handle the threat of disorder of
any sort. He said he objected to Mr. Houston's proposed amendment which would
simply provide for a particular committee looking at itself and seeing if it
thought it was doing a good job. We need another broader group to study broader
questions, he said.

Dr. Harvill asked if the committee proposed by the memorial examined
procedures on this campus and if it found that certain groups haven't functioned
as they properly should and if it then brought in recommendations for change and
if the Senate adopted those recommendations, who would then implement the changes?
Would it or would it not be the administration? The administration has the job
of maintaining order on this campus, he said. He said he constantly is having to
try to walk a middle road between some extreme faculty members on the one hand
and the extreme points of view of some Regents on the other hand. If we all don't
work together very carefully, Dr. Harvill said, we're going to have imposed on us
some very strong and severe rules. The more we take it upon ourselves to tamper
with local procedure, the more we're risking accentuating aggressive action from
some Regents who think stronger rules must be imposed on the campus. He said he
was not implying that he feared the Board of Regents but he said we must see that
order is maintained on this campus. Committees don't do very much harm, he said,
and sometimes they do some good. But he said he "hoped that we are not going to
make mistakes and take actions which will result in the Code of Conduct being
made more severe."

Mr. Varney said he was in a unique position in that he served on three
committees: the Crisis Committee, the Committee of Eleven, and the Chasing Com-
mittee. The Chasing Committee is a group of persons who at the request of Vice
President Johnson report to the campus when disorders arise and "chase" students.
He said he assumed that the committee proposed by Dr. Gegenheimer's motion would
not be just another regular standing committee but would be a study group, and as
a result of their actions some existing groups might be eliminated--perhaps some
of the committees on which he serves. On the other hand, additional groups might
be formed.

Dr. Gegenheimer then moved that Vice President Houston's proposed
amendment be tabled. There were several seconds to this motion and it carried.

Turning to the original motion, the question was asked how many members
of the proposed committee should there be and who would appoint them. Dr.

Gegenheimer then moved that the committee be made up of nine members including
three members of the teaching and research faculty to be selected by the Committee
on Committees, three student members to be selected by the President of the
Associated Students, and three members representing the administration and the
security department of the University, these three members to be appointed by
the President of the University. The chairman of the committee would be selected
by the group at its first meeting. Dr. Siegel seconded Dr. Gegenheimer's motion.

Mr. Houston said he would like one point clarified. He said that Mr.
Eggers' letter to the members of the Senate had said that what was being requested
transcended name-calling or attempts to blame any faction for what had happened
at the time of the January "riots." In other words, Mr. Eggers specified that
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there should not be a "witch hunt." Mr. Houston said he on the other hand had
interpreted Dr. Gegenheimer's remarks to mean that there should be a "witch
hunt," in that he wanted the Crisis Committee to be investigated by a new commit-
tee.

President Harvill said he didn't know who was intending what in the way
of an investigation. He said, however, he would have to protect the sources of
some information which the institution receives and on which it relies. The
University must rely on such information in order to maintain law and order and
he would feel compelled to do everything he could to prevent revelation of these
sources. The University must have these sources, and he was not referring to
cloak and dagger operations either, he said.

Dr. Harvill then recognized Miss Cathy Cleven, a student representative
to the Faculty Senate. Miss Cleven was one of the authors of the memorial and
she pointed out that it was never the intent of that group in any way to interfere
with anything now set up and operating on the campus. It was the students'
thought that any and everything that might contribute to the way crisis situations
were handled when they did arise should be looked at. Everything should be put in
perspective. Never was there any intent to threaten any existing group. The
effort of the memorial was intended to be constructive. Dr. Harvill thanked
Miss Cleven for her remarks. He said that he was certain those sponsoring the
memorial were acting in good faith.

Dr. Bok said that the Committee of Eleven had felt that there truly was
a need on this campus for an overall review, a need to get more input into those
bodies who should have knowledge about what is going on. The emphasis should be
on the two words review and input, he said.

Professor Mees said that there was reference in the memorial to the
Code of Conduct. He said he realized that anything that was done would have to
relate rather closely to the Code. He said he hoped that persons appointed to
the new committee would be persons who had studied the Code of Conduct. There
are some people on the campus who now are much better acquainted with the document
than most. Dr. Harvill said that obviously we must be sure that nothing is done
that would interfere with the operation of the Conduct Board under the Code.

Dr. Bingham who is chairman of the newly appointed Conduct Board said
that that Board is anxious to learn as much as it can and it will be necessary,
in order for its members to do their job correctly, to have many groups feeding
information to them.

The question on Dr. Gegenheimer's original motion as amended was called
for and it carried.

DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING GRADUATION GRADE AVERAGE: Dr. Harvi 11
called on Dean Fahey who explained that he was representing both himself and
Dean Schaefer. He referred to a memorandum that he and Dean Schaefer had fur-
nished members of the Senate a few days earlier which had pointed out that
graduation averages as now calculated (i.e., the so-called 25 hour rule) work an
injustice upon some students by degrading the apparent relative scholastic
performance reported for these individuals.
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The memorandum had provided preliminary quantitative information
regarding the seeming injustices and it presented for consideration the proposed
actions which it was felt the Senate should adopt in order to correct those
injustices. (See Dean Schaefer's and Dean Fahey's memorandum.)

Dean Fahey explained that following complaints from a number of students,
most of them honor students, about the way their grade averages had suffered be-
cause of the 25 unit rule, a preliminary study had shown that for some students
there was a considerable displacement in the final class standing because of the
rule. Dean Fahey referred to several different sample groups that had been
studied. It had been noted that in one group a change in the cumulative grade
average of .1 had moved an individual's place in the class ranking 132 positions.

Dean Fahey pointed out that originally it had been intended to ask the
Senate to request the Registrar commencing with the next regular computation to
calculate both a cumulative grade average with the freshman work included (that
is, including all units through the semester in which the 25th unit was attempted)
and a cumulative grade average with the freshman grades excluded so that the
Registrar could then report the better of those two averages as the effective
grade point average to be used for graduation eligibility, scholarship eligibility,
and all other discriminations based upon grade averages. It had been found,
however, that to implement this recommendation would require a special outlay in
the amount of $23,000. Further, the number of students negatively effected before
June 1972 would be very small and could be handled by some individual special
procedure--petition, the Registrar's judgment, or even be neglected. Dean Schaefer
and Dean Fahey, therefore, had concluded that there was no need to go to the rather
great expenditure of funds for a crash program that would at best be only a tem-
porary procedure, while at the same time denigrading other activities that the
Registrar's Data Processing Office has been directed to implement as soon as
possible. Therefore, the first proposal was being dropped, Dean Fahey explained.
He and Dean Schaefer were simply recommending that the Senate cause to be
accomplished a comprehensive and quantitative study which would provide informa-
tion revealing at what numerical level specific scholastic performance parameters
such as probation threshold and graduation threshold need be set in terms of CPGA
if we would continue to graduate those we now graduate, etc. Then if these
honestly stated numerical levels can be found acceptable in terms of institutional
pride and image, the Senate should cause all grade average computations thereafter
to be made and reported exclusively in terms of the CPGA.

Dean Fahey then moved that the Senate request the President to appoint
a suitable small committee to work with the Registrar's Office to obtain the
information necessary for a thorough review of the present graduation grade
average calculation base, that is, one involving the 25 hour rule. It was
realized that there would be some cost in connection with this but the importance
of the task merited this, it was felt. It was hoped the committee could report
to the Senate by the May if not the April meeting so that any changes which might
be recommended could be submitted in time to be incorporated in the supplement
to the 1971-73 catalog, such supplement to take effect in September 1972. Several
seconds were made to Dean Fahey's motion.

Dr. Bok asked if this matter could not be handled by administrative
decision without the creation of another committee. Dean Fahey explained that
the quantitative collection of material was an administrative chore. The commit-
tee should decide what questions should be answered by the collection of the
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research data. For example, some of the 1584 students who were graduated from
the University of Arizona in May 1970 and who have been taking all of their work
at the University of Arizona may not have graduated if a straight arithmetical
average had been calculated. If so, how many, and how far would they have missed
the mark? Research is needed to collect this information, and careful study of
the data is required. A host of discriminations are related to a survey of this
sort. Dean Fahey emphasized that he was trying himself not to support either a
suggestion to abandon the present policy or to retain it. He wants more infor-
mation first.

When it comes to the question of revising policy after the information
has been compiled, this then does become indeed a faculty matter and the Faculty
Senate must come to grips with that.

Dr. Gegenheimer asked if some students who didn't graduate might have
done so if their freshman grades had been forgiven. Dean Fahey said this was
the sort of fact which could not be known until certain data were collected.

Dr. Lytle said that sometimes faculty committees are given staggering
jobs to accomplish, and he would hope that faculty members given big extra
assignments of Committee duty could be relieved of some of their teaching duties.
Dean Fahey said he felt that a modest amount of time would be required by this
committee in formulating the array of questions which must be answered. The data

would be ground out by the Registrar's Office. Actually he felt the demands of

the members of this committee would not be great. An early report should be

feasible.

Dr. Harvill commented that no faculty member had carried a greater extra
load this year than Dr. Lytle had in his responsibility as chairman of the Hearing
Committee. He said he understood very well the point Dr. Lytle had raised and

he supported it. He was glad the matter had come up.

Dr. Siegel asked if there was dissatisfaction with the new graduation
grade average system and Dean Fahey explained again that there was dissatisfaction
indeed, that a number of students had objected, and that was what had brought the
matter to the attention of Dean Schaefer and Dean Fahey in the first place.

Dean Schaefer mentioned that another concern he knew some persons felt
was that the present procedure makes it possible for a student who completes 24

units and then completes his 25th unit in a semester of full-time study may
actually have 42 or 43 of his units--virtually one-third of his college perform-
ance--disregarded in calculating the graduation grade average. The appropriateness

of this had been questioned.

Dean Fahey said more information was needed regarding the frequency of
incidence of various situations.

Voting on the question was called for and it carried unanimously.

The meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.

David L. Windsor, Secretary


